Get Your People Ready
BIBLE SURVEY
“The experience for our
people was
compelling,
innovative,
and exciting.
Literally, it
was a walking through
the Bible.”
– M.C.

You’ll begin with
the 400 years of
silence, which are
anything but silent
because they’re
marked with the
turbulent transition
between the Old and New
Testaments. During those years,
world powers rose and fell, religious institutions were birthed,
the arts flourished, and Rome

came to dominate
the world. God
orchestrated these
events so that in
the fullness of
time, He could
send forth His
Son.
Now the journey brings your
people to the place they’re destined to go. By experiencing
Walk Thru the New Testament, each
participant will walk where Jesus
walked, relive the birth and
growth of the early church, and
journey with the apostle Paul to
the ends of the earth. Each also
will come to see how God used
ordinary people—people like
you and me—to do extraordinary things.
This adventure will be so enjoyable that it will hardly seem like
people are being taught. At the
end of this five-hour seminar,
participants will learn more
about the New Testament than
they ever imagined while having
fun and being positively challenged along the way. By the
time they reach the journey’s
end, they’ll be able to:
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• Arrange 77 key people, places,
and events in the New Testament in chronological order.
www.walkthru.org

to Reach the World

• Arrange the well-known
events of the life of Christ in
sequence.
• Discover how the four
gospels compliment each
other, making one complete
biography of Christ.
• Tie together the structure of
the New Testament into a
complete whole.
The 27 books of the New
Testament, penned by at least
nine authors over a period of 50
years, will come together like
brick and mortar to build a solid
foundation of biblical understanding. Your congregation will
understand things in a new way

and passages—which used to
puzzle them—will suddenly
become clear. As a result, your
people’s devotional lives will be
more meaningful; and you’ll find
them eager to get into God’s
Word every day. You’ll also notice
new power in their prayer lives.

“Our Walk

Attendees will have an understanding of the overall purpose
and plan of God, which will serve
them well for the rest of their
lives. When they read the Bible,
they’ll understand it better and be
able to place people, places, and
events into their proper order.
When the journey is completed,
they’ll be ready to begin a new
journey on higher ground.

of the pieces

Thru the New
Testament
was great.
The constant
comment was
that the seminar put all
of the puzzle
together.”
– K.P.
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